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n  r, P
q
=n  p n  r+p
2





Eq. (2) agrees with Ref. [11]. The : : : denotes terms /
p
?
. If one interprets Eq. (2) using Eq. (1) with a = M ,










= 0, n  p
2
= 2xE, n  r = y. However the





integrals. Note that in full QCD there are no singularities
since they are regulated by momenta of order .
Several proposals have been made for dealing with
these divergences. One approach regulates these singu-
larities by introducing transverse parton momenta and
including Sudakov form factors [12, 14]. However this
proposal does not include all the non-perturbative con-
tributions, or deal with the possibility that Sudakov sup-
pression may not be large at m
b
 5 GeV. In [11] it was
shown that at LO these divergences can be reabsorbed
into \soft" form factors which satisfy form factor rela-
tions [4, 16]. However, this analysis was only performed
to order 
s
. Furthermore neither a rigorous eld the-
oretic denition for these soft contributions exists, nor
does a rst principle derivation of their power counting.
To fully understand these issues requires a factoriza-
tion formula with the generality to account for non-
perturbative contributions. In this paper we prove that
at leading order in 1=Q and all orders in 
s
a generic
heavy-to-light form factor F can be split into factorizable






















































). The hard coeÆcients C
k
and
T can be calculated in an expansion in 
s
(Q), the jet
function J is dominated by momenta p
2
' Q and cal-








are standard non-perturbative light-cone wave-












appears if J is calculated at tree level. End-
point singularities only arise in matrix elements which de-
termine the soft, non-perturbative form factors 
k
(Q;),
leaving the convolution integrals in the factorizable terms
nite. There are three soft form factors 
k
(Q;); one for
pseudoscalar, and two for vector mesons. We show that
B M
Λ~p 22 Λ~p 22Λ~p2 Q
~
p2 Q2
FIG. 2: Levels of factorization. The gray area corresponds to
gluons in SCET
I
which are integrated out in SCET
II
.
terms proportional to 
 
B
can be absorbed into a rede-
nition of 
k
(E; ) at any order in perturbation theory.
Our expression for the heavy to light form factors dif-
fers in several important ways from previous proposals.
In the pQCD approach [12] possible non-perturbative soft
contributions are dropped with the ex post facto assump-
tion that they are negligible. Furthermore, their per-
turbative pieces contain singular terms in the hard ker-
nels, which are then regulated by resummations [13]. In
Ref. [11] both soft and non-singular hard contributions
were included. Unlike [12] the soft pieces were found





Q). However, their soft and hard
denitions do not clearly avoid double counting. Further-
more, in order to show that these two contributions are
the same order in 1=m
b
it was necessary to use assump-
tions about the scaling of the tails of the meson wave
functions.





pear from matrix elements of distinct operators with the
same states, avoiding any possibility of double counting.
Furthermore, singular hard scattering kernels do not ap-
pear. We prove a factorization theorem to all orders in
perturbation theory. Our result diers from the proposed
formula in Ref. [11] because it involves both a hard ker-
nel T and a jet function J , which separate the scales
Q and
p
Q. This separation is necessary if one wants







accurately resum large logarithms between these scales.
Our result diers from Ref. [12] in that f
NF
contains
non-perturbative matrix elements of operators with D
?
's





convolutions. The operator denitions for the various
pieces in the factorization formula in Eqs. (3,4) allow us
to rigorously power count the two types of contributions
in a model independent way. Finally, the form of our
result appears to indicate that the soft and hard con-





Q) suppression in J could be compensated by a
similar factor in 
k
. A complete answer to this question
requires a full resummation of the double Sudakov log-
arithms, which are known [21] to appear in both our F
and NF contributions. This is left to future work.
To begin, we need a denition of the nonperturbative
hadronic states. They can be dened by any interpo-
3lating eld which has the right quantum numbers and
signicant overlap with the physical state. For the B we
pick the standard HQET state jB
v
i [10], while for the
light meson M we pick a state jM
n
i whose interpolat-
ing eld is built out of two collinear quarks, and involves
all interactions in the LO collinear Lagrangian. Thus,












ucts account for corrections to these states. We do not
dene jM
n
i with collinear quarks in SCET
I
since here
the oshellness is still large.





), jet momenta (p
2





), as illustrated in Fig. 2.
In Fig. 1 it is the gluon that connects to the spec-
tator which scales like a jet momentum. To separate





Q <  < Q, which con-




a power counting in  =
p






 Q this theory does
not describe the complete B ! M process in QCD.
A second step of matching is required onto SCET
II
,









= =Q. Wilson coef-
cients in SCET
I
determine T;C of (3), while those in
SCET
II
determine J . The usoft elds in SCET
I
are iden-
tical to soft elds in SCET
II
. This two-step procedure
provides a simple and more general method of determin-
ing the SCET
II
soft-collinear operators compared to the
procedure in Ref. [7].
SCET
I
is dened by its Lagrangian and heavy-to-light
currents. The terms in the expansion of the collinear





















. The superscript denotes the order in
 that these terms contribute in the power counting [17].











































































































nD=2 and g.f. denotes
gauge xing terms. In our proof the mixed collinear-
usoft Lagrangian L
q
will play a crucial role and was rst
considered in [20]. Using the label operator formalism [6]





























































































) has been eliminated using
the collinear gluon equations of motion. Finally the
SCET
I








































































































of [21], which are the most general allowed operators





In matching onto SCET
II
we need two collinear quarks
to give non zero overlap with jM
n
i, so we only need op-









tion to turn the usoft spectator in the B into a collinear
quark. This is the generic reason that the form factors in









pressed relative to their size near q
2
max









































































































The time-ordered product T
F
0
is enhanced by one power
of  in SCET
I
compared to the other terms, however its
matching onto SCET
II
does not give rise to enhanced
contributions to form factors. Higher order T 's do not
contribute at the order we are working.
To prove the factorization formula given in (3,4), we































4While this introduces a factor of Y
y
into the leading cur-
























































































Q + h.c. :




, in which the usoft interactions
all occur in H
v









Y ] or [Y
y
M= Y ]. It can be
clearly seen that there is no double counting when the
soft and hard contributions are dened this way. The
matching onto SCET
II
for these two cases is discussed
separately.





























= QJ + h.c., where J 's de-
note products of collinear elds. To factorize these time-
ordered products we follow Ref. [7]. From momentum






of meson M , so


































































)g. In the second line we performed a Fierz trans-
formation on the color and spin indices, absorbing pref-






gives no contribution in SCET
II
. We now lower the o-













have explicitly kept the usoft part of the momentum
















Q the usoft elds become
soft (eg. Y ! S), and the collinear T-product matches
















































The jet function J(!; ; k
+
) is the Wilson coeÆcient for






























































FIG. 3: Tree level graphs in SCET
I
. The graphs in a) are
from T
1;2;4





























where N is a normalization factor and x = =(4E)+1=2.
Combining Eqs.(16) and (17) reproduces Eq. (3).
For the non-factorizable operators T
NF
i
, it is not possi-





these terms give f
NF
in Eq. (4)
and should be understood to dene the soft nonperturba-
tive eects for the form factors. It remains to show that
they satisfy the form factor relations [4, 16]. Since the rel-
evant time-ordered products only contain the current J
0
,
the argument is the same as in [4]: any Dirac structure























. These three operators
contribute only to B ! P , B ! V
jj
and B ! V
?
, re-




) denote pseudoscalar, (lon-
gitudinally, transversely) polarized vector mesons. For
J
0
this is true even in arbitrary time-ordered products
with Lagrangian insertions, since Lagrangians are parity
even Lorentz scalars. The f
F
term breaks these relations,
but is calculable. At higher order in  non-factorizable
contributions will also break these relations, since sub-
leading currents appear in time-ordered products with
nonfactorizable Lagrangian insertions.



















n=n= in the Fierzed operators. On
the other hand, T
F
3













's matrix element involves J
0
and therefore satises
the same symmetry relations as the nonfactorizable ma-
trix elements in f
NF
[21]. Therefore it can be absorbed
into a redenition of the 
M
k
's to all orders in perturba-
tion theory.
The last step is to understand the power counting of
the two contributions in Eqs. (3,4). When we expand to
match onto SCET
II
the new operators and coeÆcients
scale with 1=Q in the same way as those in SCET
I
, up







The one exception is T
F
0




derivatives and this extra ? gets suppressed by







tribute at the same order in 1=Q to the form factors. We













derived from HQET [10].
5We nally show that the endpoint singularities encoun-
tered in (2) do not occur in f
F
in the second step of
matching. The contributions of the time-ordered prod-
ucts at O(g
2









































































































































non-singular jet functions. This is not surprising, since
in full QCD all endpoint singularities are regulated by
. Thus, if (u)soft operators are properly included to ac-
count for this region of momenta endpoint singularities
will not arise.
As an example, for the form factor f
+
at leading order


































































is implicit. Here T
fa;bg
are the Wilson coef-
cients of the currents J
(1a;1b)
, the jet functions J
a;b
are
computed from the T
F
1;2
time ordered products, and we


























Æ(x  z) : (20)





and using Eq. (20) the rst term in Eq. (19) then agrees
with the non-singular hard contribution in [11]. This sim-














Q. The one loop expression
for C(Q;) can be found in Eqs. (33), (60) of [4]. The
non-perturbative matrix element (E) is the reduced soft
form factor describing decays to pseudoscalar mesons.
In this paper we proved a factorization formula for
heavy-to-light decays including spectator eects. The
factorizable pieces are nite and determined by one-
dimensional convolutions. The nonfactorizable pieces in-
clude non-perturbative gluon eects and satisfy form fac-
tor relations. They are not determined by the standard
k
?
dependent light-cone meson wave functions, which is
dierent from the conclusion in [12]. Our leading order
analysis needed the currents J
(1a;1b)
, unlike the analy-
sis in Refs. [18, 20] where these currents rst enter at
subleading order.
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